
Status Update 
Meeting

December 12, 2018



Objectives & Agenda

• Morning Session (all four work Teams plus Organizing Team participate)

• Findings & recommendations from McKinsey “harmonization” on from 
respective OH, PA, WV studies
• Update on current status and 2019 priorities for 

• Marketing 
• Transportation & Infrastructure 
• Workforce
• Research/Innovation/Commercialization

• Afternoon Session (Organizing Team only participates)

• Information-sharing
• Ideas & Input
• Alignment



Tri-State Shale Coalition
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• On October 13, 2015 Governors Wolf, Kasich and Justice of Pennsylvania, 
Ohio and West Virginia, respectively, agreed to collaborate on development of the shale 
oil and gas resources to support shale and downstream development in the Tri-State region. 
• (www.tristateshalesummit.com, click on  “Download our Regional Agreement”

• At the March 2018 World Petrochemical Conference in Houston, the Governors renewed the 
agreement.

• Our goal is to encourage manufacturing supported by shale to enter and stay in the region



Collaborative Work
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• Under the Tri-State Shale agreement PA, OH & WV will work collaboratively on issues 
regarding:
• Marketing the Region
• Transportation & Infrastructure
• Workforce
• Research, Innovation, Commercialization

• Founding Members/Steering Team of TSSC
• Team NEO, JobsOhio, APEG
• Benedum Foundation, Pittsburgh Reg. Alliance/

Allegheny Conference, PA DCED, Team PA
• Vision Shared/WV Dept. of Commerce

• Promote and Position the Tri-State region as the new Global 
Petrochemical Hub by leveraging the Utica and Marcellus 
Shale basins

• Develop world-leading Advanced Manufacturing Hub 

Source: http://marcelluscoalition.org/pa-map/



McKinsey Study 
Findings

December 12, 2018



•Prepared:
• Forge the Future
• Improving Ohio Energy Competitiveness
• West Virginia Forward

McKinsey Regional Activities



• 28 people attended from Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West 
Virginia, included economic development, universities, NETL, 
and foundations. Five attended from McKinsey.
• McKinsey provided their perspective on three-state collaboration.
• Focus was on need for and value of regional collaboration.
• After the meeting, McKinsey summarized the discussion and their 

recommendations.

November 8, 2018: Regional Meeting



The Tri-State region has three main challenges:
1. Technological disruption within traditional legacy industries that can be an opportunity 

through investing and commercializing new technology (e.g. digital, analytics, IoT).
2. Rising talent shortages, specifically in ICT and in middle skills required to operate the new 

technology disrupting legacy sectors.
3. Need for more innovation and creation of new/small companies in the region through 

more effective development and commercialization of technology and research.

If effectively addressed, these can make us competitive and attractive in key 
sectors such as advanced materials, advanced manufacturing, and energy 
production.

Key McKinsey Takeaways



1. A joint workforce initiative that addresses the 
consolidated demand for talent in the region with 
the following approaches: 
• collect and share reliable Tri-State data on labor demand and supply, on 

industry identified skill needs, and on proven producers of trained 
candidates

• attract relevant new talent to the region
• reskill/upskill existing talent in high demand skills required by 

employers.
• tailor workforce development to skill needs
• provide regional one-stop access to information and assistance. 

Four Major “Platform” Ideas



2. A collaborative research and commercialization 
partnership that brings together universities, research 
institutions, and large companies to provide seed fund 
and resources to test and commercialize promising 
technology (e.g. regional manufacturing and energy 
incubator for ideas that can generate returns in 1-3 
years).

Four Major “Platform” Ideas



3. A regional one-stop shop that connects large 
companies with local SMEs across the value chain 
and serves as clearing house for buying and 
testing commercial innovation and new technology 
developed in the region.

4. A revenue sharing partnership structure to 
support bids and prep sites in deals that can 
benefit the region.

Four Major “Platform” Ideas



• For these four ideas, a coherent regional brand and 
value proposition will be needed to effectively 
communicate the benefits to outside entities. 

• Further develop each of the four ideas, identify the 
key stakeholders to engage on each, and create a 
concrete vision of what an effective tri-state 
partnership can look like.

Four Major “Platform” Ideas



Marketing & 
Promotion

TSSC Status Update Meeting:



Today’s Agenda Items

• Update on Outreach Efforts to Date
• Branding Effort Update
• Expectations for Future
• Open Discussion



Outreach Efforts to Date 

• Presentations on Tri-State’s Value Proposition at numerous 
venues in/out of our region (nationally and internationally)
• Outreach to Industry, Trade Associations, and Economic 

Development Agencies



World Petrochemical Conference 2018

March 19-23, 2018 | Houston, TX

• Representatives from OH, PA, and WV held press briefing 
regarding the renewal signing of the TSSC MOU 
• 10 articles 
• 4+ M media impressions

• Co-sponsored the Welcome Reception
• Launched new pocket card



NE U.S. Petrochemical Construction 
Conference 2018

June 18-19, 2018 | Pittsburgh, PA

• TSSC members presented two conference sessions
• Marketing, Transportation, Infrastructure, Research, Innovation, and 

Workforce: The Pillars of an Energy-Enabled Economy
• The Tri-State Shale Agreement: Its Significance and Evolution in Building a 

Worldwide Brand



Outreach Efforts to Date

• Energy & Downstream Intelligence Report in 
Site Selector Magazine

• Working with Companies and Stakeholder Groups to 
“Name/Brand" the region aligned to the TSSC’s mission

• Branding efforts completed by MarcUSA



Rationale for Brand

• This name uses the collective strength and geographic 
focus of the three states in a way that shows an unparalleled 
convergence of resources/assets and investor opportunity.
• The brand quickly opens conversation to all that the region offers:

• The power of world-class gas/feedstock reserve
• The power of a legendary workforce
• The power of proximity to customers and supply chain.



Logo



Key Messages (see handout)

• Nowhere in the world is there a greater opportunity for 
investment in energy, petrochemicals & manufacturing than the POWER 
region: Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Virginia.
• The region has a clear competitive advantage. Home to unprecedented 

convergence of resources, assets, and opportunity such as:
• World-class gas/feedstock
• Legendary workforce & ethic
• Location in close proximity to customers & support chain (and 73% of 

North America’s population)
• Abundant natural resources



Expectations for the Future 

• Development of a Communications Plan
• Refining key messages
• Developing media outreach & approach
• 1-to-1 communication digital communication focus

• Efficient targeting, reach, lead generation, measurement & optimization
• Select key industry forums to move forward with TSSC representation 

and brand positioning for the POWER Region
• Anticipated use of logo and brand for stakeholders

• Trademarking the POWER Region



Expectations for the Future

• Online Presence
• Current domain registrations: 

• www.tristateshalesummit.com (live) 
• www.tristateshalecoalition.com (purchased)

• Purchasing domain for the POWER Region
• Social media for the POWER region

• EDA Grant
• Support and buy-in from three states
• Assists with marketing efforts, travel, and outreach to promote the 

region and new brand on a larger scale 



Feedback from Audience

• Thoughts on branding initiative?
• Thoughts on communications plan/next steps?
• How might your organization begin using the brand to present your work?
• In what ways may your work be used by the Marketing Committee and 

incorporated into the brand?
• “Proof points”



Transportation & 
Infrastructure

TSSC Status Update Meeting:



• Tri-State collaboration on potential ethane storage
• Appalachia Development Group Hub Update
• Transportation & Infrastructure Summit Key Findings
• Site Identification Strategies
• Open Discussion

Today’s Agenda Items:



From “A Geological Study to Determine the Potential to Create an Appalachian Storage Hub for Natural Gas Liquids”, 7/31/17

Most 
Attractive
Regions

TSSC worked to facilitate and engage sponsorship and collaboration 
between OH, PA, WV Geological Surveys.

Also looking at ways to engage
with TSIC, Industry Groups, 
Local/State Govt’s and ED on
Understanding key T&I issues.

Developing natural gas liquids 
storage hub by securing $2.5 
billion federal loan guarantee 

through DOE. 



Appalachia Development Group 
Hub Update 

• Steve Hedrick, Chief Executive Officer
• shedrick@appalachiadevgroup.com



Tri-State Infrastructure Council 
Key Findings

• 2018 Tri-State Infrastructure Summit 
• November 27, 2018
• Regional Learning Alliance, Cranberry Township, PA

• Purpose – The Tri-State Infrastructure Council and many of its 
partners held a broad-based, day-long event, with interactive 
working sessions to help prioritize the Transportation and 
Infrastructure needs in the tristate region, specifically to 
enable the growth opportunities created by the Marcellus and 
related shale formations.



Tri-State Infrastructure Council 
Key Findings

• As the specific conclusions have not yet been vetted
for each session, these should be seen as high level and 
preliminary.
• We need more and better education on the opportunity 

at hand. 
• Need to overcome the lack of knowledge of the value chain and more 

fundamentally, what it means in daily lives. 
• Education needed by regulators, local officials, general public, educators, 

current and future workforce, etc.  



Tri-State Infrastructure Council 
Key Findings

• Our path forward will come from harnessing the 
power of positive support. 
• Broad-based coalitions and local knowledge/participation are key.
• All industry participants should raise the bar re. safety and environmental 

performance to instill confidence
• There are countless opportunities to leverage technology to 

achieve cost reductions, greater transparency and trust, 
better performance, etc. 



Tri-State Infrastructure Council 
Key Findings

• Funding remains a top obstacle
• Prioritization processes are mismatched from the opportunities at hand
• Funding innovation must be unleashed

• The impression and reality of our region as a hassle-filled place 
to do business must end if we are to achieve our goals. 



Open Discussion

• Site Identification Strategies & Collaboration

• Other items? 



Networking Break
TSSC Status Update Meeting:



Workforce & 
Education

TSSC Status Update Meeting:



Partnering	to	support	clear	and	accessible	pathways
to	jobs	in	energy	and	advanced	manufacturing	

in	Ohio,	Pennsylvania	and	West	Virginia

December	2018



TEAM	Consortium	is	a	workforce	
development	initiative.

Goal:	Develop	new,	seamless	systems	for	companies	and	workers	to:
• Recognize	what	knowledge	and	skills	employers	will	need	for	in-
demand	occupations;
• Share	that	information	in	a	timely	way	among	education	&	training	
partners;
• Share	the	development	and	delivery	of	relevant	curricula	across	state	
and	institutional	boundaries;
• Raise	awareness	and	understanding	of	the	types	of	jobs	that	will	be	
available,	and
• Connect	students	and	trainees	with	internships,	apprenticeships	and	
jobs.
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TEAM:	Building	a	Skilled	Regional	Workforce	
Challenges:
• A	population	that	has	dwindled	significantly	over	last	30	years;
• Persistent	skills	gap,	i.e.,	disconnect	between	skills	needed	and	what	students	
and	workers	are	getting;	
• Dramatic	surge	in	demand	for	specifically-skilled	workers	from	E&AM	and	
construction	industries;
• Perception	problem	among	targeted	audiences	re:	manufacturing	and	other	
STEM	occupations

Opportunities:
• The	right	partners	willing	to	collaborate	on	a	regional	basis;
• Access	to	the	expertise	to	solve	persistent	problems;
• Commitment	to	adopt	best	practices	and	national	certifications;
• Commitment	to	adopt	technology	to	speed	collection	and	sharing	of	critical	
information	and	data	(to	speed	response	to	industry’s	needs)



Technology is Evolving Fast



How	TEAM	is	Moving	Ahead:	
Education	Pathways

• Higher	Education	partners	are	aligning	curricula	among	
institutions	and	across	state	lines:	
• Gathering	input	from	private	sector	partners	to	inform	
curriculum
• Looking	to	share	common	entry-level	classes	that	build	
foundational	and	transferable	skills
• Creating	recognizable	occupational	pathways	in	E&AM
• Adopting	a	common	set	of	‘stackable	credentials’	leading	to	
those	occupations…first	program:	Industrial	Maintenance
• Positioning	region	for	flexible	entry/flexible	exit



Stackable	
Credentials

The	stackable	credential	
model	allows	multiple	entry	
and	exit	points	to	those	
seeking	an	education,	and	
the	standardized	
curriculum	will	enable	this	
mobile	workforce	to	
continue	and	finish	their	
education	wherever	the	
curriculum	is	offered.



How	TEAM	is	Moving	Ahead:	
Private	Industry	Engagement

TEAM	is	engaging	private	partners	to	help	them	
understand	their	role	in	building	their	workforce
Next	Generation	Sector	Partnership	sessions

Industry-led	meetings	and	discussions	to	
provide	crucial	timely	information	on	needs

MENU	of	options	for	engaging	with	WF	Dev.
Examples:	going	into	HS	classes;	taking	on	interns

Utilizing	technology	for	on-going	communication	loops



How	TEAM	is	Moving	Ahead:	
Private	Industry	Engagement

Workforce	Boards	and	Economic	Development	
partners	are	mapping	out	where	it	is	possible	and	
productive	to	work	across	state	lines
Key	partners	in	outreach	to	private	sector

- Connect	w/	MEPs,	Trade	Assoc’s,	Chambers
Key	to	engaging	nontraditional/vulnerable		
populations:	important	to	ensure	worker	supply



TEAM:	Marketing	for	Recruitment
Must	address:	
• Perception	issues
• “What’s	So	Cool	About	Manufacturing?”	video-expanding	program

• Raise	interest	in	these	occupations
• Company	reps	visiting	classrooms	to	show	relevance	of	topics

• Prompt	pursuit	of	these	careers
• Influence	the	influencers:	guidance	counselors,	parents,	teachers

New	Resources:
• Appalachian	Regional	Commission,	Chevron	and	Benedum
Foundation	Support	through	TEAM
• Will	be	allocated	to	field	for	proven	methods/approaches



TEAM:	Facilitating	State	Official	Discussions
Seeking	consensus	and	collaboration	around	workforce	and	economic	
development	policy,	practice and	resource	alignment among	the	three	
states.

Employers	do	not	see	geographic	boundaries;	we	should	work	to	make	
systems	seamless	for	them.

We	should	work	to	overcome	stigma	of	utilizing	currently	unemployed	
workers;	there	are	many	reasons	why	people	are	there	and	we	need	all	
available	people	out	in	the	workforce.

State	governments	are	now	promoting	STEM	across	agencies.
Need	to	combat	perception	that	E&AM	are	‘jobs’	and	not	careers.
All	agree	must	aggressively	market	to	inform	people’s	thinking.



TEAM:	Facilitating	State	Official	Discussions
At	joint	meeting	of	Commerce	and	Workforce	Development	state	officials	
on	Dec.	4,	2018:
There	is	urgency	around	“what	jobs	need	to	be	filled	now,	vs.	those	we	
are	preparing	to	fill?”	– Hard	to	commit	funding	to	training	/	programs	
without	credible	data	on	specific	needs.
For	consistency	and	coordination,	we	will	work	to	reconcile	differences	
in:	OJT	reimbursements,	apprenticeship	requirements,	incumbent	
worker	training	programs.
Important	that	these	efforts	be	industry-led.	They	are	the	customer	and	
we	need	to	establish	on-going	communication	so	we	understand	needs.
Will	be	looking	at	sharing	and	replicated	best	practices,	e.g.,	simulated	
workplace	(WV);	successful	comprehensive	case	management	(OH);	
collaborative	apprenticeship	and	pre-apprenticeship	programs	(PA).



In	2018:
• Together,	you	built	a	solid	partnership	where	there	was	none.
• Together,	you	branded	that	partnership	and	captured	the	attention	of	
major	policy	makers,	service	providers	and	funders.
• Together,	you	developed	and	started	to	implement	a	viable	plan	of	action	
to	create	occupation-specific	education	and	training	pathways	across	the	
region,	and	secured	funding	for	staff	capacity	to	move	it	forward.
• Together,	you	raised	over	$1Million	in	new	funding	to	support	your	work.
• Together,	you	are	launching	an	employer	outreach	initiative	with	Next	
Generation	Sector	Partnerships	that	will	establish	on-going	communication	
and	partnership	with	industry	partners,	and
• Together,	you’ve	identified	key	supports	needed	to	ensure	student,	trainee	
and	worker	success	and	you	are	aligning	programming	and	resources	to	
implement	them.



Partnering	to	support	clear	and	accessible	pathways
to	jobs	in	energy	and	advanced	manufacturing	

in	Ohio,	Pennsylvania	and	West	Virginia

December	2018



Research, Innovation, 
& Commercialization

TSSC Status Update Meeting:



Today’s Agenda Items

• TRUE Alliance and MOU Update – Lessons Learned
• Collaborative R&D
• Commercialization
• Developing a Research, Innovation, & Commercialization 

Value Proposition for Industry
• Open Discussion 



TRUE Alliance and MOU Update

• Developed cooperation MOU between CMU, CWRU, Pitt, and 
WVU – the TRistate University Energy Alliance.
• Effective in linking universities when an opportunity is available.
• Less effective for proactive activities.
• That notwithstanding, opportunities are available for collaborative work in 

many areas, including:
• advanced materials
• advanced manufacturing
• energy production and delivery

• Funding is essential.



Start at the R&D end of the Pipeline



Next Steps

• Six (or more) universities to join regional Technology Center 
(WVU, Pitt, CMU, CWRU, Ohio State, Penn State).
• Form virtual Technology Centers around the topics of:

• Advanced Materials
• Advanced Manufacturing
• Gas Recovery

• Focus will be on translational research – research at TRL 6 or 7 that will be ready 
for commercialization within several years.
• Proposal development with industry engagement (six months).
• Funding to be obtained for three year research program in each of the areas.



Next Steps

• Solicitation to local industries, gas producers, energy suppliers, 
federal government, others.
• Note:  November 19, 2018 – “Seventeen energy companies operating in West 

Texas' booming Permian Basin said they're pledging more than $100 million to 
help improve roads, schools, health care, housing, and workforce training.”

• Objective is to visibly create a regional engine of technological production. 



Commercialization and Start-Ups will follow



Virtual Collaborative R&D and 
Incubation Center

• Need to emphasize the importance of creation of new companies
• Why is now the right time?

• Current significant opportunity in energy and modern manufacturing
• Opportunity can not only bridge traditional industry with high tech, but 

offers a way to close the opportunity and income gap created by the 
geographic and demographic focus of opportunity in the tech sector
• It's been done elsewhere.
• This could be the difference maker with industry being willing to engage in 

such a development.



Cortex Innovation Community in St. Louis



Thank you.
Slides will be made available after the session. 


